
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ProstaMend is for anyone who suffers 
from BPH or enlarged prostate. Its 
formula stops the inflammation and 
relieves your prostate of all those 
painful and dangerous symptoms. 

 

PROSTAMEND 

https://eurl.live/cljTQ


ProstaMend is a daily supplement that lowers the size of 
the prostate and decreases the frequency of nighttime 
toilet visits. By reducing inflammation with natural 
components, the product reduces the likelihood of 
developing prostate difficulties. 
 
The ProstaMend prostate health support supplement for 
men at ProstaMend.com is being hailed as a natural 
solution to treat benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and 
help reduce the side effects of an enlarged prostate that 
nearly all aging males will experience at some point in 
their lives due to the rise in dihydrotestosterone (DHT) 
levels. 
 

 

CLICK HERE TO CHECK DISCOUNTED PRICE (24HRS 
LIMITED OFFER) 

https://www.1stsupplement.com/buy/prostamend.html
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Having a prostate issue might be humiliating, but it is not 
a cause for shame. Many men have prostate problems as 
they age, and even young men may suffer from prostate 
diseases. The effects of this situation are readily apparent. 
Frequent urination is the most apparent sign of a prostate 
disease. Some men suffer incontinence as a consequence 
of their prostate issues. Even worse, very few 
conventional drugs are genuinely successful at lowering 
inflammation and enhancing the health of the male 
prostate. 
 
It is possible to improve the condition of the prostate 
without resorting to the problematic drugs employed by 
conventional medicine. One supplement finding interest 
in this developing market is ProstaMend. The website for 
the product opens with the assertion that the formula is 
"the number one way to promote a healthy prostate." This 
assertion is enormous. For elderly males, this is a very 
significant allegation. A pill that would permanently 
alleviate the symptoms of an irritated or swollen prostate 
would be well worth the cost. 
 
A medical professional should assess any prostate issues. 
Despite the fact that certain prostate difficulties are 
normal and cause modest inflammation, erectile 
dysfunction, and urine problems, some men get prostate 
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cancer. Consult with your physician to diagnose and 
assess your prostate issue prior to using any supplement. 
Prior to making a purchase, however, men interested in 
ProstaMend should carefully assess the supplement and 
the accompanying studies. 
 
Medications for the treatment of the prostate might have 
terrible negative effects. Before utilizing a prostate 
supplement, we want you to be as educated as possible. 
This article will provide a comprehensive overview of 
ProstaMend, including the scientific evidence supporting 
it, a list of its essential components, and the firm 
responsible for its manufacture and distribution. 
 
What exactly is ProstaMend? 
 
Every guy should make prostate health a priority. Men 
aged 40 and older are at an alarming risk of getting 
prostate problems, a trend that has not been witnessed in 
the past five decades, according to shocking figures. Big 
Pharma loves to bring prostate-treating drugs to market, 
yet there is substantial evidence that these drugs have 
serious negative effects. Nevertheless, physicians 
continue to suggest them. 
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A nutritious diet supplemented with ProstaMend may 
reduce the inflammation that leads to infections, diseases, 
and other disorders. The author of the solution, Keith 
Johnson, particularly states that he has become a 
significant opponent of the healthcare sector due to his 
invention. The market is now worth $9.8 billion and 
continues to grow in value. 
 
Without a remedy, customers would continue to 
experience continual urinating humiliation, which may 
occasionally lead to accidents in public. This kind of 
emasculation is unbearable for men and may possibly 
lead to life-threatening complications. The only way to 
proceed is with the proper help, and customers may be 
able to get this through ProstaMend. 
 
How can ProstaMend assist a swollen prostate? 
 
DHT levels seem to be the primary cause why so many 
men suffer from prostate difficulties. DHT is the hormone 
that results from testosterone's natural conversion inside 
the body. Testosterone drops with age, and the DHT it 
produces may contribute to hair loss, weight gain, and 
other conditions. It may even effect prostate inflammation 
directly. 
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To treat this issue, ProstaMend is composed of all-natural 
substances that are rapidly absorbed by the body. 
Although there are 32 separate excerpts presented, only 
the following are specified on the website: 
 
Annona Muricata 
 
Saw palmetto 
 
Mushrooms 
 
Raspberry red 
 
Pygeum africanum 
 
Zinc 
 
Selenium 
 
Copper 
 
With just two capsules each day, customers may have a 
significant impact on their bodies. Read on for further 
information on each of these elements. 
 
Annona Muricata 
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Annona Muricata, often known as soursop or graviola, is 
used for its leaves, which have several therapeutic 
properties. When treating cancer, it is an alternative to 
chemotherapy and radiation for certain people. As vital as 
this advantage may be, there are several additional ways 
the substance might be beneficial. 
 
The capacity of graviola leaves to alleviate muscular 
spasms and decrease inflammation is one of the key 
reasons for their popularity. It may combat hypoglycemia 
and is very rich in antioxidants. The presence of 
antioxidants mitigates the harm produced by free radicals, 
which may severely impede and injure the body's cells. 
 
In addition to containing antioxidants, Sarah stop may 
inhibit bacterial strains that might cause mouth illnesses 
or yeast infections. 
 
Saw palmetto 
 
The fact that one of the primary functions of saw 
palmetto is to treat an enlarged prostate makes it an 
appropriate addition to this mix. In addition to seeing 
improvements in their urine function, users may also 
experience hair growth stimulation. Despite contradictory 
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findings on the effectiveness of saw palmetto on BHP, it 
is evident that saw palmetto is a serious problem for men 
in their 70s and younger. 
 
Due to its ability to inhibit the conversion of testosterone 
to DHT, saw palmetto may prevent hair loss in males. 
When the body has a high concentration of saw palmetto, 
testosterone levels stay up, which may help stimulate the 
libido and enhance the capacity to retain muscular tone. 
 
There are some claims that this substance may increase 
blood flow circulation and function in men, but much 
more study is required to discover whether or not this is 
accurate. 
 
Mushrooms 
 
This formulation contains three distinct varieties of 
mushrooms, making each dosage a good source of protein, 
fiber, and antioxidants. By introducing mushrooms into 
this diet on a regular basis, customers may minimize their 
risk of heart disease, recover from cancer, and control 
their chance of developing Alzheimer's disease. 
 
Mushrooms have a high concentration of selenium, which 
is needed for physiological function. This formula 
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contains Reishi, Maitake, and Shiitake mushrooms. 
Mushrooms are safe for everyday consumption and 
include antioxidants that are beneficial to the brain. This 
is why people who frequently consume mushrooms have 
a significantly reduced risk of Alzheimer's disease, 
Parkinson's disease, and other neurological diseases. 
 
If customers wanted the same assistance without a 
supplement, they would have to take at least five button 
mushrooms each day, but the results would not be 
comparable. 
 
Raspberry red 
 
Although one of the primary advantages of red 
raspberries is that they are low in calories, customers 
need not be concerned about this issue when taking a 
supplement. Instead, the makers concentrate on supplying 
customers with the daily fiber, antioxidants, vitamins, and 
minerals they need. 
 
With a high concentration of antioxidants, users may be 
able to prevent diabetes, arthritis, and cancer. Some 
customers utilize this fruit to cure obesity, emphasizing 
on its wonderful flavor. 
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Throughout the previous several centuries, red raspberry 
has been widely used in therapeutic therapies. In the past, 
raspberry leaves were taken by pregnant women to 
facilitate birthing. However, the same chemical may treat 
both gastrointestinal (such as diarrhea) and cardiovascular 
diseases. 
 
Pygeum africanum 
 
BHP is directly related with the treatment of big prostates, 
which is Pygeum africanum. It also helps lower the 
chance of prostate cancer and alleviate its symptoms. 
Based on how this substance may alter hormones, users 
may discover that their newly-acquired testosterone is the 
key to halting hair loss and preventing the buildup of 
estrogen in the body. 
 
Typically, pygeum africanum is used in therapies for 
inflammation, renal illness, stomach discomfort, and 
urine difficulties. However, it may also be used to treat 
much milder illnesses, such as a stomachache or fever. 
 
Pygeum africanum Can help couples boost their libido 
and desire. 
 
Zinc 
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Zinc is a crucial component of several bodily tissues. It is 
most often addressed in conjunction with the advantages 
it provides to the immune system, which is why so many 
people find it in supplements that enhance immunity. 
Maintaining the immune system is vital to avoid cell 
damage, but this is far from zinc's main function. 
 
Additionally, zinc is crucial to the operation of the 
metabolism. The metabolism regulates how nutrients are 
utilized for energy throughout the body, and a lack of 
coordination would hinder the digestive system from 
efficiently processing all nutrients. 
 
If they consume fortified breakfast cereals, red meat, or 
chicken, they are likely already considering their diet. 
The majority of the time, a balanced diet is sufficient for 
zinc consumption. Nonetheless, by using it in a 
supplement that focuses on prostate health, users may get 
a little boost to their immune system's fight against 
serious ailments. 
 
Selenium 
 
Selenium contributes additional antioxidants to the body 
to prevent cell damage. Due to their consumption of 
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seafood, Brazil nuts, and organ meats, the majority of 
consumers get sufficient selenium. Additionally, it is 
present in dairy products, lean meats, and grains. 
Selenium deficiency may result in extreme weariness, 
mental cloudiness, a compromised immune system, hair 
loss, and even infertility. 
 
Consumers who use selenium-containing supplements 
may encourage a stronger immune system and enhanced 
fertility. Additionally, users may experience respite from 
cognitive stress, and prostate and thyroid health may be 
supported. 
 
Selenium has been utilized in certain instances as a 
therapy for asthma symptoms. 
 
Copper 
 
When copper is consumed from any source, it naturally 
combines with iron to generate new red blood cells. It 
contributes to maintaining strong bones, a healthy 
neurological system, and enhanced immunity. It is 
essential for iron absorption and helps prevent 
cardiovascular disease and osteoporosis. 
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Copper is already present in several consumer items, 
including chocolate, shellfish, almonds, organ meats, and 
others. 
 
Purchasing ProstaMend 
 
Although the retail price of ProstaMend is $99, clients 
will get a substantial discount when they purchase the 
product via the official website, ProstaMend.com. There 
are many different bundles available, and the reductions 
improve as quantity rises. Select from: 
 
1 bottle priced at $69 
 
Three bottles for $177 ($59 each bottle) 
 
Six bottles for $294 ($49 each bottle) 
 
Bottom Line 
 
ProstaMend assists men as they begin on a path to 
maintain their prostate health as they age. While several 
of the substances in this combination assist the prostate 
gland directly, others indirectly aid in lowering 
inflammation or enhancing the immune system's 
protection against sickness. 
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Almost every item on this list is readily available in the 
diet of any person. By mixing all of the nutrients at once, 
the designers provide a concentrated assault against any 
inflammation that is presently causing harm to the user's 
body. Without repeated excursions to the toilet during the 
day and night, users may feel confidence in their ability to 
heal the body organically. 
 
ProstaMend is a dietary supplement intended for once-
daily use by men seeking to enhance the health of their 
prostates. There have been no reports of negative side 
effects associated with the usage of ProstaMend, but since 
prostate troubles may indicate a more severe medical 
condition, anybody suffering from prostate inflammation 
should always see a physician first. However, if you have 
ruled out any major medical problem, supplementing 
remains a possible alternative. ProstaMend touts itself as 
an effective approach for older men to regain control of 
their prostates and their lives. 
 
The inclusion of these components in this supplement is 
backed by research. Regarding the efficacy of 
supplements as a technique of lowering inflammation and 
edema in the prostate, traditional researchers are still 
divided. Will this supplement assist you in enhancing 
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your prostate condition? It is beyond our ability to say. 
However, it is reasonable to suggest that the chemicals in 
this supplement may assist to decrease inflammation in 
the prostate, which may greatly relieve a number of the 
condition's symptoms. 
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